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Free trade is no longer, trade restrictions are the new normal. Yesterday, the US 

administration announced that tariffs on imports from China of EVs, batteries, semi-

conductors, solar cells, medical products, aluminum, steel and some minerals will be raised 

significantly, despite strong employment and GDP growth. It’s election time. The Biden 

administration had already pumped billions of dollars into the production of EVs and 

batteries in order to reduce the country’s dependency on Chinese supply chains. The EU 

Commission, meanwhile, is also having a close look into the EV market, obviously 

considering higher trade barriers against imports from China. 

One effect of such policies is the deterioration of the terms of trade and the slowdown of 

real income growth in both the United States and the European Union. Consumers will 

suffer. If China decides to retaliate – which is likely – we could be at the beginning of a new 

global trade war and at the end of the international division of labor, depending on the 

escalation of the conflict. Productivity growth will continue to slow. In the end, everybody 

will lose. 

China is the new scapegoat, just as Japan had been several decades ago. Since the middle of 

the 2010s, it is the world’s export champion, following the EU-27 in that role. 

 

Since the beginning of the century nominal Chinese goods exports have expanded at an 

average annual rate of 12.7% (at actual exchange rates), outpacing competitors by a wide 

margin: EU-27 5.3% (Germany 5.0%), US 4.6% and Japan 2.3%. China’s national saving rate 
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continues to be higher than that of other countries and it invests a larger share of its output 

into the expansion of the capital stock. For years to come, the international competitiveness 

is therefore bound to improve further. China can only be stopped by an all-out trade war. 

But even in such a case, China is relatively well positioned, given its huge and rapidly growing 

domestic market, with 1.4 billion citizens – it is less dependent on foreign events than 

smaller countries, including the United States. In addition, it can turn to markets in Africa, 

the Near East, the rest of Asia and Latin America, which are all in catch-up mode and do not 

mind importing cheap (and not so cheap) Chinese stuff. 

In other words: China is quickly becoming the world’s major economic force. For Europeans 

this means they should not participate in a new trade war and rather follow the time-

honored rule to “join them if you can’t beat them”. They should provide stronger incentives 

to invest directly in the old continent, preferably without spending taxpayer money on such 

a strategy. The process is already underway but is only just beginning. 
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